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Community Paramedicine
• Can’t get traction without ties to payment:
• Hospital readmission prevention



Payment for Treat-No Trans.
AO998- ambulance response and treatment-
no transport
• Pennsylvania- Commercial 
• Anthem/BCBS-

• Hospital Emergencies
• On scene treatment = $386
• Cheaper than an ER bill!

• Georgia- Medicaid= $48



BLS Non
Emergency

ALS 1 Non
Emergency

BLS
Emergency

Ambulance
Response;

Treatment No
Transport

ALS 1
Emergency ALS2 SCT

Urban Base Rate $225.94 $271.13 $361.51 $429.29 $621.34 $734.31
Rural Base Rate $228.16 $273.79 $365.05 $433.50 $627.43 $741.51
BCBS Treat No Transport Rate $386.00
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Other Payment Reforms?
Alternate Destinations-
• Emergency to Physician
• Emergency to Clinic

• Non-traditional destinations 
• Quicker Access
• Lower Cost
• New Challenges- Not the ER experience
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Payment for Treat-No Trans.
With Change comes New Requirements:

Modified Refusal/Election
Contracts with New Facility Types
New documentation requirements



The Cost of Ambulance 
Add-on Payment Extension 
2018-2022



We got the Add-on’s 
back, now what?
• 2% Urban, 3% Rural, and 22.6% Super-rural Bonuses are 

Back!
• Effective retroactively to January 1, 2018
• The 10% reduction to repetitive non-emergent transports 

stays
• Another 13% is necessary to fund these “add-ons”
• Beginning September 2018 the total 23% cut will be 

applied
• Cost Reporting will be required going forward



Why cost reports?
• We asked for it!
• Gives Congress the necessary data to determine if add-ons are 

necessary.
• Beginning in January, 2020 ground ambulance services must submit 

cost reports to include:
• Type of service (emergency services department, governmental 

organization or other type of entity)
• Hours per week the supplier is available to for furnishing services
• Average number of volunteer hours per week used by supplier



Why cost reports?
• Beginning in January, 2020 ground ambulance services must submit 

cost reports to include:
• The aggregate cost of operation and the aggregate volume of 

services.
• The costs and volume of services for various functional accounts 

and subaccounts.
• Rates, by category of patient and class of purchaser.
• Capital assets, as defined by the Secretary, including (as 

appropriate) capital funds, debt service, lease agreements used in 
lieu of capital funds, and the value of land, facilities, and 
equipment.

• Discharge and bill data.



What if I don’t file a 
report?
• Reports are due 5 months after the close of a year- 2020 Report 

due May 2021
• If a report is not filed a report, Medicare payments can be 

suspended
• If the report is deemed incomplete or inaccurate, Medicare 

payments can be deemed as overpayments
• They may cut 10% of future amounts due if cost reports are late
• CMS WILL audit these reports after the first year (2021)



Will this be permanent?

• We don’t know:
• What the cost reporting will look like- BUT we get 

a say in the process: Don’t Miss notice and 
comment period!

• What kind of burden it will be-
• Some estimates say cost reports require up to 200 

hours to compile
• Home Health Cost Report is 57 pages long
• https://www.cms.gov/



Will this be permanent?
• We don’t know:

• A report will be submitted to Congress no later than 
March 15, 2022 describing:
• The analysis of the data collected
• An analysis of the burden of this on providers and 

suppliers
• A recommendation on whether to continue with 

the cost reports
• A recommendation on whether to make add-ons 

permanent



Medicare Appeal System Reform:
• Necessary due to 3 year case back-log
• Appeals Council Decisions Binding
• Attorney Adjudicators- minor issues
• Parties to QIC decisions must get notice of 

ALJ hearing request- “CC”
• CMS can have only 1 entity @ hearing
• Get your evidence in (unless you are Gov.)
• You can request Statistical Sampling
• More at: MLN Events website



• Available to providers with appeals pending at 

the OMHA and MAC levels of review.

• Allows for settlement of the outstanding appeal 

in exchange for partial payment of 62% of net 

approved amount of the appeal.

Low Volume Appeals 
Settlement



• Must have fewer than 500 appeals with a total 

billed amount of $9,000

• Claims must have been submitted to OMHA by 

Nov. 3, 2017

• Claims cannot be part of an extrapolation

Low Volume Appeals 
Settlement



How do I apply?
• Submit an Expression of Interest (EOI) to CMS. 

• Forms can be found and submitted at 
http://go.cms.gov/LVA

• If your NPI ends in an even number, you must 
submit from Feb 5, 2018 – Mar 9, 2018

• If your NPI ends in an odd number, you must 
submit from Mar 12, 2018 – Apr 11, 2018

Low Volume Appeals 
Settlement



Settlement Process
• Once an EOI is submitted, CMS will verify 

your appeals are eligible and send an 
Administrative Agreement to you to review 
and sign. 

• If your appeals are not eligible, CMS will 
notify you. You have 30 days to dispute 
their decision.

Low Volume Appeals 
Settlement



OIG Work Plan 2018
• No longer an annual Work Plan
• Now OIG announces monthly
• Current Ambulance Open Items:
• SNF Part A-

• Improper Part B claims are being reviewed
• ALS Emergency-

• Potential for up-coding will be reviewed



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                               Tuesday, January 30, 2018

Tampa’s Largest Ambulance Providers 
Agree To Pay $5.5 Million To Resolve 

False Claims Act Allegations Regarding 
Medically Unnecessary Ambulance 

Transports



• Whistle-blower worked for 5 months

• Alleged a 10 year conspiracy

• Complaint got DISMISSED

• $1.15 Million awarded to EMT

United States, et al. ex rel. Sharp v. AmeriCare 
Ambulance 
Case No. 8:13-cv-1171-T-33AEP



• U.S. v. Liberty and Century Ambulance Service,
Southern Baptist Hospital of FL, Memorial Medical
Care Group, Orange Park Medical Center, & Shands-
Jacksonville Medical Center.

• ISSUE: Falsification/Omission and PCS forms.

• DAMAGE: $7.5Million-
•$6.25M hospitals, $1.25M ambulance service #2

•Ambulance Service #1 gets Complaint Dismissed

EMS Case Law Update:



• North East Mobile Health Services & Maine
Medical Center

• ISSUE: Claiming patients were bed confined

• DAMAGE: $825,000 for North East Mobile
Health Services and $600,000 for Main Medical
Center

• North East Mobile Health Services denies claims,
but settled due to cost of fighting a lawsuit.

EMS Case Law Update:



• 4 TX Hospitals (Bayshore Medical Center, Clear Lake
Regional Medical Center, West Houston Medical Center
and East Houston Regional Medical Center)

• ISSUE: Kick-back violation with Ambulance Co.

• DAMAGE: $8.6 Million

EMS Case Law Update:



• Proposed OH bill that will exclude any
insurer from tax breaks or state, county or
city contracts.

• ISSUE: As of Jan 1, 2018 Anthem BCBS
will deny non-emergency claims to the ER.

• Anthem has instituted the same policy in IN,
NH, MO, GA & KY.

EMS Legislative Update:



Prior Authorization Program:
• Coming 2018 (Maybe): 
Prior authorization for 
repetitive non‐emergent 
transports in all states.

• JUST IN!‐ The RSNAT 
report is here!
• 80% savings
• No impact on patients*

• 15% increase in emergencies

• This process has already 
implemented in South 
Carolina, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, 
Maryland, North Carolina, 
West Virginia, Virginia, and 
Washington DC

• Process requires submission of 
some documents to MAC prior 
to first transport.  

• Most coverage decisions seem 
reasonable in first 3 States.  

• No guarantee‐ still subject to 
review…



Pre-Pay Review
• MAC actions

• GA/AL/TN (Cahaba) 
• Cahaba’s Opinion

• Authority to Review
• Completely Discretionary
• Quarterly error rate
• Appeal? Ha!

• Strategy to Defeat
• Dot the “i's”
• ALS explanation
• BLS justification



Pre-Pay & Post-Pay Tactics

• “Functional Assessment”
•Details not Conclusions
•%, scale, range, date, location

• Details, details, details

• Shift the Burden 



Who’s Looking?
• OIG- Work Plan, Whistleblowers, etc
• MACs (pre-pay and prior authorization)
• Post Pay:

• ZPICs
• RACs
• SMRC- Supplemental Medical Review Contractor:

• Strategic Health Solutions 
• National contract- national claims data
• ZPIC power! (can extrapolate damages)
• Already looking at ambulance
• https://strategichs.com
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Provider Violations Fine
Presence Health Presence Surgery discovered a breach of PHI information

for 836 patients. Presence failed to notify these patients
within 60 days of discovering the breach, nor did they notify
the OCR. In order to avoid further violations, Presence
agreed to a fine.

$475,000

Children’s Medical 
Center of Dallas

Children’s had an unencrypted, non-password protected
BlackBerry that was lost and contained the ePHI of about
3,800 individuals. They also had an unencrypted laptop with
ePHI of 2,642 individuals stolen. Despite this, Children’s
failed to encrypt laptops, mobile devices and workstations
and continued to issue unencrypted BlackBerry’s to nurses
and use unencrypted laptops, workstations and mobile
devices.

$3,200,000

Memorial Healthcare
System

ePHI of 115,143 individuals was impermissibly disclosed to
affiliated physician office staff. The login credentials of a
former employee of the affiliated physician’s office was
used to access this ePHI on a daily basis. While Memorial
had policies and procedures in place to prevent this, they
failed to implement these procedures by not
modifying/terminating users’ rights of access.

$5,500,000

HIPAA VIOLATIONS



Provider Violations Fine
Metro Community 
Provider Network 
(MCPN)

MCPN reported that a hacker had accessed employee email
accounts and obtained 3,200 individual’s ePHI through a
phishing incident. Upon investigation, it was found that
MCPN did take the necessary corrective action after the
incident, but did not conduct a risk analysis prior to the
incident.

$400,000

Center for Children’s 
Digestive Health 
(CCDH)

CCDH was investigated after one of their business
associates was investigated. It was found that neither party
had a signed Business Associate Agreement prior to Oct. 12,
2015.

$31,000

CardioNet CardioNet reported an employee’s laptop with ePHI of
1,391 individuals was stolen outside of the employee’s
home. An investigation found that CardioNet had
insufficient risk analysis and risk management processes
and had not implemented their policies and procedures
regarding the HIPAA Security Rule.

$2,500,000

HIPAA VIOLATIONS



Provider Violations Fine
Memorial Hermann 
Health System (MHHS)

A patient at MHHS presented an allegedly fraudulent ID
card to office staff. The staff notified proper authorities and
the patient was arrested. However, MHHS issued a press
release with the patient’s name in the press release title,
without obtaining permission from the patient. They also
failed to timely document the employees for doing so.

$2,400,000

St. Luke’s-Roosevelt
Hospital Center

St. Luke’s impermissibly disclosed PHI to a patient’s
employer by faxing this information to the employer instead
of mailing it to the requested PO Box. It was also
discovered this same provider had a breach of sensitive
information 9 months prior to this, but did not address their
vulnerabilities to prevent this from happening again.

$387,000

FileFax FileFax impermissibly disclosed PHI of 2,150 individuals
by leaving the medical records in an unlocked truck in their
parking lot. Although FileFax closed its business during this
investigation, they are still responsible for the fine.

$100,000

HIPAA VIOLATIONS



Provider Violations Fine
21 Century Oncology,
Inc. (21CO)

Twice in 2015, the FBI notified 21CO that an FBI informant
was able to purchase patient files illegally obtained by an
unauthorized 3rd party. Through an internal investigation,
21CO determined that this attacker may have accessed
patient files of more than 2 million individuals. The OCR
found that 21CO failed to assess potential risks and
vulnerabilities to their ePHI, failed to implement security
measures, failed to implement regular review procedures of
system activity and disclosed PHI to 3rd party vendors
without a Business Associate Agreement.

$2,300,000

Fresenius Medical Care 
North America
(FMCNA)

FMCNA had 5 breaches of ePHI at 5 different entities and
failed to conduct an accurate and thorough risk analysis of
its ePHI and failed to implement policies and procedures to
protect this information.

$3,500,000

HIPAA VIOLATIONS



HIPAA Check List:
• Privacy:
Notice of Privacy Practices/Patients Rights

Patient Signature

Policies and Training

• Security:
Risk Assessment

Administrative policies in writing

Physical safeguards in place

Technical safeguards in use



SSN Removal Initiative:
• No more social security numbers as 

Medicare numbers
• Reduce Identity Theft
• Law says April 2019
• Implementation plan says new cards 

go out April 2018
• Transition Period (HIC# or MBI#): 

April 1, 2018 – December 31, 2019



Questions, comments, concerns:
ckelly@emscltd.com



Prestige 
Software

• Prestige ePCR
• Prestige Billing 

Software
• Prestige CAD

Billing 
Services

• Maximize 
reimbursement

• Reduce 
Payment delays

• Improve 
compliance & 
reduce liability 
associated with 
billing

Consulting
Services

• Contract issues
• Medicare & 

Medicaid 
Compliance

• Medicare & 
Medicaid 
Audits & 
Appeals

• Legal 
Advantage 
Program


